Spatially-Coupled LDPC (SC-LDPC) ensembles have gained significant interest since they were shown to universally achieve the capacity of binary memoryless channels under low-complexity belief-propagation decoding. In this work, we focus on the performance of these ensembles over binary erasure channels affected additionally by bursts.
decoding [4] , yet it is commonly employed in practice due to its significant computational advantage over MAP decoding. The BP decoding threshold of LDPC codes can be improved towards values close to the capacity of the channel by the use of irregular LDPC codes [5] , however, capacity-approaching irregular LDPC codes usually require a large fraction of degree-2 variable nodes, which leads to undesirable finite-length properties like small minimum distance and a large amount of stopping or trapping sets, which impair the BP decoding performance.
An attractive possibility to overcome this deficiency is the use of terminated spatially coupled (SC) LDPC codes-originally introduced as convolutional LDPC ensembles by Felström and Zigangirov in [6] -which show significantly better BP thresholds than LDPC codes without requiring large fractions of degree-2 variable nodes. It was then numerically observed and conjectured [7] that the BP threshold of terminated SC-LDPC codes saturates to the MAP threshold of the underlying LDPC code ensemble. This phenomenonm, termed as threshold saturation, was subsequently rigorously proven in [8] and it was shown that this method allows us to asymptotically achieve capacity on the binary erasure channel (BEC) under low-complexity BP decoding. Threshold saturation was later shown to be universally true for any binary memoryless symmetric (BMS) channel [9] and the result has triggered a lot of research interest for SC-LDPC and their practical applications. While the asymptotic behavior of SC-LDPC codes is now well understood for a few years, recently the finite length performance of various constructions of SC-LDPC codes [10] [11] [12] has been studied and scaling laws to predict the finite length behavior have been proposed.
In this paper, we investigate the asymptotic as well as the finite-length behavior of SC-LDPC codes when burst erasures occur on the channel. Burst erasures can model some common practical communication scenarios such as, e.g., deep fades in wireless communications, block fading, the failure of a single node in distributed storage systems and content delivery networks (CDNs), collisions in code slotted ALOHA [13] , or the loss of packets in packet-based communication systems, to name just a few. One particularly interesting case is the erasure of a complete spatial position (SP), which can happen for instance when a node fails in distributed noisy storage, where every node is mapped to an SP. In such scenarios, many of the common practically relevant protograph-based constructions of SC LDPC codes fail deterministically. For example, consider the rate spatially couple the previously proposed root-check LDPC codes [20] to improve the finite length performance and thresholds. The analysis of the randomly coupled SC-LDPC ensemble of [8] when SPs are randomly erased has been studied in [21] . In [21] , the authors notice the robustness of general SC-LDPC ensembles against bursts and use the randomly erased SPs as model for block-fading channels. Based on the asymptotic analysis, asymptotic lower and upper bounds for the bit and block erasure probabilities are derived. However, these bounds are relatively loose.
In [21] and some of the other previously mentioned works, the transmitted bits are either received without error, or erased by the burst. Additionally, the burst erasure affects complete SPs. In [2] , we consider a more general model.
First we allow the burst erasure to take on any length and assume that its starting position can occur anywhere in the codeword. Bursts of random starting positions have also been investigated in [22] , although for different reasons and applications (synchronization). Additionally, we assume that the parts of the codeword not affected by the burst are distorted by a memoryless noise process. We used density evolution to find the maximum correctable burst-length when a random, regular SC-LDPC ensemble is used for the transmission over the BEC or the binary additive white Gaussian noise channel (BiAWGN). Note that in [2] , we empirically observed that the correctable burst length is minimal when the starting position of the burst is exactly at the boundary of an SP. This means that the burst is less likely to be recovered when the first affected SP is completely erased. This fact additionally motivates the analysis of the scenario in which a burst erases exactly one SP.
Our main focus in this paper is the finite-length (non-asymptotic) analysis of the random regular SC-LDPC ensemble [8] over channels with burst erasures. We select the random regular SC-LDPC because it is universally capacity-achieving over a wide range of memoryless channels [9] and we investigate if this ensemble can be beneficial as well if bursts erasures occur on the channel. We start with the case where a complete SP is erased and derive a necessary condition on the required coupling width to recover from the burst and then we give a lower bound on the block error probability for finite length codes based on a stopping set analysis. We then generalize these results when the burst does not necessarily occur at the boundary of a SP and can span more than one SP.
Based on density evolution, we first derive a bound that relates the coupling width w and the length of bursts and then focus again on the finite block length regime. Subsequently, we introduce random erasures in the parts of the codeword not affected by the burst, as a more realistic model for noisy distributed storage or more traditional communication schemes. Finally, we show the effect of expurgation, i.e., of removing short cycles from the graph.
We show how expurgation significantly leads to better performance in the finite length regime when burst erasures occur.
The identification of primary causes of decoder failures can lead to new design rules for SC-LDPC codes. To emphasize the effect of altering the graph structure, we highlight two simple variations and show how they affect the code ensemble's performance. We also propose a simple extension of the random ensemble to completely recover from a burst that erases exactly one spatial position in the codeword.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we review the essential technical background, the notation, channel models and motivate our problem. Afterwards, in Section III, we provide the finite-length analysis of the 
Coupling Parameter: w = 3 Edge Randomization (no multiple edges) An edge of a VN at SP i can uniformly connect to any of the wM dv edges from the wM random ensemble for the case when a complete SP is erased. Then, in Section IV, we extend the analysis to burst erasures that can occur at any position inside the codeword and have arbitrary length. In Section V, we consider transmission of a codeword over a BEC with an additional burst erasure. Finally, in Section VI, we detail the effects of expurgating the ensemble. Section VII concludes the paper highlighting directions for future research.
II. PRELIMINARIES & MOTIVATION

A. Notation
We use N to denote the set of positive integers and [n] to denote the set [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n}. In a graph, we denote the neighborhood of a vertex v i by N (v i ), i.e., N (v i ) is the set of all nodes such that there exists an edge between v i and the node. We say that, for n ∈ N, a function f (n) is O(g(n)) if there exists an n 0 ∈ N and a positive constant γ such that |f (n)| ≤ γ|g(n)| for all integers n > n 0 .
The symmetric binary erasure channel with parameter is denoted by BEC( ) and its transition probabilities are defined, for x ∈ {0, 1} and y ∈ {0, 1, ?}, where ? denotes an erasure, by
B. The Random Regular SC-LDPC Ensemble
We now briefly review how to sample a code from a random regular SC-LDPC ensemble [8] , denoted as
We first lay out a set of positions indexed from z = 1 to L on a spatial dimension (see A subset A of VNs in a code is a stopping set if all the neighboring CNs of (the VNs in) A connect to A at least twice [4, Def. 3.137 ]. In such a case, if all VNs in A have been erased by the channel, then the BP decoder will fail as all the neighboring CNs are connected to at least two erased VNs. Therefore, such a set will stop the decoding process and hence is called a stopping set. The cardinality of the set A is also its size. A minimal stopping set is one which does not contain a smaller size non-empty stopping set within itself.
C. Motivation
Consider the random regular SC-LDPC ensemble . Using density evolution in the limit of M , we showed numerically in [2] that for any fixed s, there is a maximum normalized β(s) recoverable with an arbitrarily small decoding failure.
Then, a burst of length βM and random starting position is recoverable in the limit of M if 0) is the minimum. We will also see later in Example 14 that the error floor is also larger when s = 0.
The observations of Fig. 2 motivates our focus on a very simple channel model, where the starting position of a burst is S = 1 and the burst length is exactly b = M . Later, we will generalize our results to the general setting.
We refer the interested reader to [2] for the details of density evolution and focus in this paper on the error floor due to the occurrence of a random burst of length b < β max M when M is finite. and b < β max M .
While multiple models exist for a correlated erasure channel, like the Gilbert-Elliott model used in [14] , the above models can also describe some realistic scenarios: for instance, the SPBC can be used to model a slotted-ALOHA multiple access scheme where each user transmits an SC-LDPC codeword over L time slots, but one SP might be erased in the case of a single collision event. Moreover, long burst erasures might occur in block fading scenarios, in optical communications which are subject to polarization dependent loss, and in distributed storage with nodes associated to SPs. The single-burst channel model has also been used in [14] to study the recoverability of single bursts in protograph-based SC-LDPC codes.
III. ERROR ANALYSIS ON THE SPBC
As highlighted above, we empirically observed in [2] that the worst burst scenario is when the starting position of the burst is the first bit of a spatial position in the codeword. Hence, we first analyze the performance of SC-LDPC code ensembles on the SPBC in this section and generalize to the RBC in the next. We compare several constructions of ensembles and give lower bounds on the block error rate after decoding.
First, we start by giving a necessary condition for being able to correct a burst. 
where i denotes the erasure probability at SP i. For the SPBC, we have z = 1 and ∼z = 0, where the subscript
We can immediately see that x ( ) ∼z = 0 and then we can simplify the DE equation
After a change of variablex 
, the relaxed condition is immediately obtained from Proposition 1.
Note that this result is not only valid for a single burst, but in general will allow us to correct any combination of erased SPs out of the L total SPs, provided that they are at least w apart, i.e., there are at least w − 1 non-erased SPs between two erased SPs.
Remark 3. The analysis based on density evolution, e.g., Proposition 1, estimates the "bit error probability" in the limit of M while our main concern is "block error probability" when there is a burst of erasures. It has been proven for LDPC ensembles with d v ≥ 3 that a vanishing bit error probability guarantees a vanishing block error probability over the BEC [4, Lemma 3.166] . Although it might not be true in general, our simulations suggest the same behaviour for SC-LDPC codes when d v ≥ 3 and the channel is affected by a burst of erasures.
A. The Random Regular SC-LDPC Ensemble (C R )
denote the average block erasure (decoding error) probability of the random
ensemble on the SPBC under BP decoding, i.e., the probability that the iterative decoder fails to recover the codeword. For large enough M , size-2 stopping sets (each of which also forms a codeword) are the dominant structures in the graph that cause the BP decoder to fail [10] . Hence, the number of size-2 stopping sets per SP, denoted N SP 2 , is a good starting point for analyzing the performance of the ensemble on the SPBC. We introduce the stopping set indicator function U ij with 
(1)
Proof: Let v i and v j be two VNs randomly chosen from an SP z of the
Recall that this ensemble contains no parallel edges. We use a combinatorial argument to compute the probability P R that these two VNs form a size-2 stopping set. We label all the sockets of CNs. Let T denote the total number of possible sub-graphs from {v i , v j } and let T ss denote the number of possible sub-graphs in which these VNs form a size-2 stopping set. 
We get P R . = P {U ij = 1} = Tss T , simplified further to (1).
Remark 5. For large enough M , T in the proof of Lemma 4 can be well approximated by the dominating summand ( = 0) which leads to the following approximation, Since
Theorem 6. Consider a code sampled uniformly from the
If all variable nodes of a randomly chosen SP are erased, the (average) probability of BP decoding failure is lower-bounded by
where P R is the probability that two variable nodes from an SP of the code form a stopping set, given by (1).
Proof: See Appendix A.
Remark 7. Since a size-2 stopping set characterizes a low-weight codeword, Theorem 6 yields a lower-bound on the average block erasure probability of MAP decoding, too.
is the average block erasure probability over the code ensemble. In the limit of M , the block erasure probability of each instance of the ensemble concentrates to its average P
SPBC B
(see [4, Theorem 3 .30]).
Theorem 6 also implies that for large enough M ,
Note that following standard arguments [10] , [4, Appendix C] , for large M , we can also approximate the bound on P
by modeling N SP 2 as a Poisson distribution with mean λ SP , i.e.,
We observe that the average block erasure probability scales as O(M 2−dv ).
B. The Ensemble With Parallel Edges (C )
In this subsection and the next, we analyze two simple variants of the ensemble C R to emphasize the importance of the graph structure. These observations highlight the importance of the ensemble definition when constructing structured SC-LDPC ensembles with the aim of good finite-length performance. First, we consider
where the subscript " " indicates that we allow parallel edges in the construction. For this ensemble, the expression for the stopping set distribution has been given in [24] and it is straightforward to modify it for the SC-LDPC ensemble.
Lemma 8. Consider a code sampled uniformly from the
The probability that two variable nodes from a spatial position of this code form a stopping set amounts to
where coef(f (x), x τ ) returns the τ -th coefficient f i of the power series
Proof: See [24, Sec. III] and also [25] for more details on the finite length analysis.
However, it is important to note that size-2 stopping sets are not the only dominant sources of error for this ensemble. Precisely, there is a non-negligible contribution from size-1 stopping sets which has the same order. In fact, take the example of the C (3, 6, w, L, M ) ensemble. In this case, by approximating the expression of Lemma 8
and a similar expression for size-1 stopping sets by the dominant terms, we find that
where N SP 1 denotes the number of size-1 stopping sets per SP. We can see that both E[N 
C. The Poisson Ensemble (C P )
For comparison, we also consider another ensemble, where we still assume a regular variable node degree d v , but there is no limit placed on the check degree. For each VN at spatial position z, we assume that its edges can connect to any check node at spatial positions z, . . . , z + w − 1 such that parallel edges are avoided and without constraining the check node degree. Check nodes are selected uniformly at random for each edge. This construction yields the so-called Poisson ensemble
, where d c specifies the average check node degree of this ensemble. Indeed, by the described construction procedure, we do not have a regular check node degree but instead an irregular distribution that follows a binomial distribution (which converges to a Poisson distribution for M → ∞). By fixing the number of check nodes per SP to M dv dc , we get indeed an average check node degree of d c .
Lemma 9. Consider a code sampled uniformly from the Poisson ensemble C P (d v , d c , w, L, M ). The probability that two variable nodes from a spatial position form a stopping set amounts to
for this ensemble is much simpler as we do not need to distinguish sockets. Assume that the edges of v j are assigned to CNs sequentially after edges of v i have been assigned to CNs. The first edge can connect to any of the (wM dv dc ) CNs from SPs z, z + 1, . . . , z + w − 1. As we avoid parallel edges in the construction, the second edge has one CN less to choose from, the third edge has two CNs less to choose from and so on. But, there is exactly one way in which the edges can connect exactly to the same CNs as v i , with d v ! possible permutations of the edge arrangements. Hence the probability of v j forming a stopping set with v i is
which leads to the statement after simplification.
For two VNs from the same spatial position, the probability that they form a stopping set is larger for the Poisson ensemble, i.e., P P ≥ P R .
Proof: We upper bound (1) as
where (a) is due to Vandermonde's identity.
Theorem 11. Consider a code sampled uniformly from the
. If a randomly chosen spatial position of this code is completely erased, the (average) probability of BP decoding failure is lower-bounded by where P P is the probability that two variable nodes from a spatial position of the code form a stopping set, given by (6).
Proof: See Appendix B.
D. Simulation Examples
To illustrate the accuracy of our bounds, we carried out Monte-Carlo simulations where we randomly erased a complete spatial position (i.e., all M VNs) from the middle of the graph (to avoid boundary effects) for each transmitted codeword. At the receiver we performed BP decoding and estimated the error rate P SPBC B averaged over the ensemble by counting 1000 decoding failures in each experiment. The simulation results for C R (3, 6, w, L = 100, M ) with w = 3 and w = 4 are shown in Fig. 4 along with their respective lower bounds calculated using (3) and (2) . We observe that the bound indeed is very accurate for M large enough, since large-size stopping sets (larger than 2) vanish. The simulation curve is slightly unstable because counting 1000 failures is not enough to keep the sample variance small as P SPBC B decreases by O(M 2−dv ). By counting 1000 failures, the simulation results are within ±6.2% of the theoretical value with a 95% confidence interval.
We repeated the experiment for the C P (3, 6, 3, L, M ) Poisson ensemble. The results are given in Fig. 5 along with the lower bound calculated using P P from (6) and (7) . For comparison, we have also plotted the lower bound of Theorem 6 for a C R (3, 6, 3, L, M ) random ensemble. As proved in Theorem 10, we observe that the Poisson ensemble always has a larger probability of size-2 stopping sets than the corresponding random ensemble. Moreover, we carried out simulations for the same scenario with the random ensemble C , allowing parallel edges, and plotted the results in Fig. 5 as well. We can clearly see that the presence of parallel edges degrades the performance even further. Since both the ensembles C and C P have been shown to be suboptimal compared to C R , we do not consider these ensembles in further discussions. We presented here the analysis of these ensembles to emphasize the importance of graph structure and to serve as a crucial observation while constructing structured SC-LDPC codes.
E. Optimized Code Construction for the SPBC
In the previous sections, we have calculated the fundamental limits of recovery for the random ensemble, avoiding parallel edges, on the SPBC and we have also demonstrated how small modifications to this ensemble can lead to significantly deteriorated performance. Now, we show a structured SC-LDPC code construction optimized for the SPBC. Such an approach has also been followed in [16] , [17] , where protograph-based constructions have been proposed for block fading channels, conceptually similar to the SPBC considered here.
We can modify the random ensemble C R as follows to be resilient against a single burst covering a complete SP: 
Hence, as a tradeoff, this construction leads to an additional rate loss, which vanishes for sufficiently large values of L. However, the main goal of this paper is to study the performance of more general ensembles, which are not optimized specifically for the SPBC, and to show that these are also good candidates on that channel.
IV. ERROR ANALYSIS ON THE RBC
We have seen in the previous section that the performance of SC-LDPC ensembles is asymptotically well characterized by stopping sets of size 2. We will now generalize this analysis to the case where there is a single burst of length > M and with random location within the codeword. Such a burst can span over multiple SPs because of its random starting position. In this case, stopping sets formed across coupled SPs will also contribute to decoding failures. We will restrict ourselves to the case of a single burst. This case can then serve as a building block for the more complex case of having random multiple bursts. For instance, the results can be generalized easily to the case with multiple bursts spaced apart by at least w non-affected SPs. We start by first giving a simple asymptotic condition on w for burst erasure recovery. Although it is an asymptotically sufficient condition, we have observed in numerical experiments that it reflects the actual behavior quite well. 
where ε z+i is the fraction of VNs erased in SPs z + i. We have (a) as x In the remainder of this section, we assume that asymptotic recovery is possible and we are concerned with decoding failures that occur when M is finite. Let S ∈ [M ] denote the random starting VN of the burst at some SP z 0 . We define the normalized quantities s = S M and β = b M . Recall from Section II-C that β max is the largest β recoverable asymptotically. In the case of RBC, besides stopping sets within a single spatial position, size-2 stopping sets formed across coupled SPs will also cause decoding failures. We first characterize the probability of such stopping sets in the following Lemma. In this section, the analysis is presented for
SC-LDPC ensemble and it can be extended for the other ensembles of Section III following similar methods. z ≤ L, and v j denote a random VN in spatial position z + k, for a non-negative integer k with z + k ≤ L. The probability that these two random VNs form a stopping set of size 2 is independent of z and amounts to
where P R is given by (1). For k ≥ w, q k = 0.
Proof: From Section II-B, we know that N (v i ) is lying in SPs {z, z + 1, . . . , z + w − 1} and N (v j ) is lying in SPs {z + k, z + k + 1, . . . , z + k + w − 1}. A size-2 stopping set is formed if and only if N (v i ) = N (v j ). For k ≥ w, this condition cannot be fulfilled and thus, q k = 0. For k < w, all check nodes of N (v i ) must be from a subset {z + k, . . . , z + w − 1}. As the edges of the variable nodes uniformly connect to w neighboring SPs, the probability of such a selection for v i is ( w−k w ) dv . Now, the probability that v j connects exactly to the same CNs
, is equal to P R (by the same argument as in Lemma 4). Hence,
The average number of size-2 stopping sets between VNs lying in SPs z and z + k, where k ∈ [w − 1], can be computed by
Again, we see that We now estimate the average decoding failure probability, P
RBC B
when there is a burst of length b β max M with a random starting bit M (z 0 − 1) + S, 1 ≤ S ≤ M . For a given (S, z 0 , b), the number of erased VNs in SP z is equal to
Our error estimation is again based on the average number of size-2 stopping sets formed among erased VNs. Let N 2 (S, z 0 , b) denote the number of size-2 stopping sets formed by VNs erased by the burst. BP decoding fails if
There are two approaches to justify (i). The first approach is to use arguments similar to Theorem 6 to lower-bound P{N 2 (S, z 0 , b) ≥ 1} in terms of the average number of size-2 stopping sets and a much smaller correction term.
However, the derivation will be more involved than Theorem 6 and will not lead to new insights, which is why we omit it here. An alternative is to use standard arguments [4, App. C] to approximate the distribution of size-2 stopping sets by a joint Poisson distribution. The decoding error then corresponds approximately to the average number of stopping sets.
To find an expression for E[N 2 (S, z 0 , b)], we first note that the starting position M (z 0 − 1) + S of the burst is chosen uniformly among the bits in
where (i) is because we neglect a small positive contribution (O( 
. This is a generalized version of the SPBC where the starting bit of the burst is not constrained to occur at the exact boundary of the SP. In this case, the nonzero terms of (12) are m1 2 q 0 , m2 2 q 0 and m 1 m 2 q 1 . Then (11) has the following closed form
which is obtained by summing all contributions after simplification of the sums. For large enough M , this term is well approximated by
. In contrast, the decoding error of the SPBC is approximately
Example 15 (Tightness of (12) for b < β max M ). We plot the decoding failure probability of the C R (3, 6, w, L, M ) ensemble for different finite values of M and for w = 3, 4 in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 . The maximum normalized correctable burst length, β max , is also illustrated in both figures. For each pair of M and β, we choose a random instance from the code ensemble and generate a random burst with length b = βM . The decoding failure probability, P
, is averaged over all trials until 1000 decoding failures occur. We also plot the error floor estimation (12) for each M .
Moreover, Fig. 8 compares the error floor estimation with simulations for a larger range of M and fixed β = 1.25.
For each value of M , we performed Monte-Carlo simulations and counted 1000 decoding failures to assess the average block erasure probability P RBC B . These figures show that for b < β max M , the error floor is well estimated by (12) even for small M = 100. It implies that the size-2 stopping sets are the main cause of decoding error. We also observe that the decoding error increases very fast for b/M close to β max . As M increases, the waterfall region becomes sharper around β max . 
V. SINGLE BURST ERASURE IN A BEC
In a more general scenario, we can consider a communication channel degraded by both memoryless noise and burst erasures. We showed in [2] that SC-LDPC codes are asymptotically immune to a certain maximum burst length, which heavily depends on the distortion amount of additional memoryless noise. Moreover, we observed that the behavior of these codes is very close on the BEC and the binary-input additive white Gaussian noise channel (BiAWGNC). Here, for simplicity, we characterize the error floor when the channel is a BEC. However, it is to be noted that the error floor on both these channels may not be the same.
Consider a BEC with (random) erasure probability ε that, in addition, also introduces a single burst of erasures.
We assume that the burst erases a complete spatial position, i.e., a scenario similar to the SPBC. For instance, this setup can model a noisy distributed storage system with a single node failure and a noisy channel between storage nodes and users. As before, we focus on the number of erased size-2 stopping sets, N 2 (ε), because on the one hand, P B = P {at least one stopping set erased} ≥ P {N 2 (ε) ≥ 1} , and on the other hand, P {N 2 (ε) ≥ 1} converges to the expectation E[N 2 (ε)] for large M L. Consider the The events of forming a stopping set and being erased are independent and thus the probability of having such an erased stopping set amounts to ε 2 q k , where q k is given by (9) . Summing over all pairs of VNs (taking into account boundary effects), yields
where λ k is the average number of size-2 stopping sets given by (10) .
(ii) SPBC and BEC at SP z 0 : The VNs of SP z 0 are all erased. We already counted the contribution of a fraction of these VNs in E (i) by assuming that the BEC erased the bits in SP z 0 equally likely. In particular, a pair of VNs in SP z 0 erased by the BEC will not be considered here. Using (9) , the probability that a pair of VNs (in SP z 0 ) is not both erased by BEC, and forms a stopping set is (1 − ε 2 )q 0 . Summing over all M 2 distinct pairs gives
(iii) BEC and SPBC between SPs: A VN in SP z 0 , erased by the SPBC and not by the BEC, can also form a stopping set with VNs erased by the BEC in SP z 0 ± k, 1 ≤ k < w. The probability of such a stopping set is ε(1 − ε)q k , and summing over all possible pairs gives 
Summing all disjoint contributions leads to
and thus,
In case there is no contribution from the additional BEC ( i.e.
] and the channel reduces to the SPBC model (E (ii) ). From Sec. III, we know that P B ≈ E[N 2 (0)] for large enough M . The same approximation is also valid if ε ε BP , the BP threshold of the
The reason is that size-2 stopping sets become the dominant stopping sets when ε ε BP and M is large (see also [10] ).
Moreover, N 2 (ε) converges to a Poisson distribution for large M .
Note that
and it can become the dominate term when L is large. To see all the contributions, we compute the decoding failure of C R (3, 6, 3, L = 10, M ) ensemble over a combined SPBC and BEC. Two different erasure probabilities are considered: = 0.1 and = 0.2. Fig. 9 illustrates the results of both simulations. We plot the empirical block erasure probabilities as well as its approximation from (13) in terms of M . The simulation results are averaged over 1000 decoder failures. The results suggest that the approximation becomes tight beyond M 150.
If we neglect the contributions of the SPBC (considering only E (i) ), we find an approximation for the error floor The transposed bi-adjacency matrix is also shown with its pattern highlighted.
of the ensemble over a BEC. For ε ε BP ,
and the bit erasure probability of decoding is
Similar approximations are shown in [10] for the error floor of particular protograph-based SC-LDPC ensembles over the BEC. Fig. 10 shows the error floor of C R (3, 6, 3, L, M ) ensemble in terms of ε with M = 128, 256, 512
and L = M/2. The dashed-lines are computed according to (14) . We see that the approximation becomes tight for small ε when, indeed, size-2 stopping sets dominate the performance.
VI. EFFECTS OF EXPURGATION
A. Minimal Stopping Set Size
As the performance of SC-LDPC codes over (burst and random) erasure channels is mainly dominated by size-2 stopping sets, we can improve the burst erasure correction capability by expurgating the ensemble and thereby removing all small stopping sets. Observing that a size-2 stopping set, as shown in Fig. 3 , is built around 4-cycles,
we can reduce the size of the minimal stopping sets by removing small cycles from the graph. For example, increasing the girth of the graph to 6 leads to minimal stopping sets of size s min = d v + 1 [26] .
In this section, we first show that all size (d v + 1) stopping sets in an LDPC code share a common structure which we will use to find the probability of these stopping sets. Consider a (3, 6) random LDPC code ensemble as an example. We immediately notice that size-3 stopping sets vanish for girth-6 graphs. A size-4 stopping set is shown in Fig. 11 along with its (transposed) bi-adjacency matrix that describes the neighbors of each VN in the corresponding row. We can notice a pattern in this matrix which has been highlighted using dashed lines in the matrix: row i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d v } has one subset of (d v − (i − 1)) columns with all 1s and an identity matrix I dv−i+1 spanning these columns starting from row i + 1. In the following lemma, we characterize this pattern and relate it to smallest size stopping sets (SSs) in graphs of girth 6.
Lemma 16. In a regular bipartite graph of girth 6 without parallel edges, the smallest stopping set is of size d v +1, involves exactly 
B. Performance on the SPBC
We can use the same approach as in Lemma 4 to calculate the probability of occurrence of the minimum size stopping sets, characterized by Lemma 16, within a spatial position of a code sampled uniformly from the ensemble.
Lemma 17. For a code sampled uniformly from the expurgated C R (d v , d c , w, L, M ) SC-LDPC ensemble, constructed without allowing cycles of length 4, the probability P R,6 that d v + 1 variable nodes of the same spatial position z form a stopping set is bounded by We first compute T ss . Consider the bi-adjacency matrix of a stopping set of size d v + 1 described in Lemma 16. and label the rows and column as shown in Fig. 11 . Any column-wise permutation of this matrix represents the bi-adjacency matrix of another stopping set with the same VNs, and vice versa. Thus, the number of such sub-graphs is equal to the number of distinct "labeled" permutations times the permutation of sockets of each CNs. In other words,
where the first term is the number of possibilities to select Unfortunately, obtaining an exact expression for T is tedious and does not lead to many new insights. We therefore give upper and lower bounds for T which become tight for large M . Hence, we get the bound
We now proceed to the lower bound. Given a set of ( case where all edges connect to previously unconnected CNs. We thus get, following a similar line of reasoning as before,
which we can further bound as
We can also simplify (18) using the fact that
which leads to
Finally, simplification of P R,6 = Tss T with the bounds (17), (19) , and (20) leads to the result. Note that in the counting argument we skipped all
dv+1 permutations of VNs and their sockets as they are included in both T ss and T and henceforth cancel in the final expression.
Remark 18. For a code sampled uniformly from the expurgated C R (d v , d c , w, L, M ) ensemble with girth 6, we can approximate T quite well by (20) , which is the dominant term in the expression of T for large enough M and get the approximation
We performed Monte Carlo simulations for the expurgated C R (3, 6, 3, L, M ) ensemble and counted 100 decoding failures on the SPBC. The simulation averages for the block error probability, for varying M , and their respective lower bound (using the lower bound of P R6 from Lemma 17) and the approximation using (21) are plotted in Fig. 12 . It is evident that both the bound and the approximation become tight very quickly, which reassures that the decoder performance is indeed dominated by minimal stopping sets.
Corollary 19. The expected number of such stopping sets within a SP of the code is λ SP = M dv+1 P R, 6 . Using similar arguments as in Section III, we have Simulation, 100 failures Approximation (21) for P R, 6 Lower bound (15) for P R, 6 Upper bound (16) A tight approximation for the average block erasure probability on the SPBC, P
, is then obtained as
We can see from the bounds (15) and (16) that the average block erasure probability in this case scales as
, which is in contrast to the non-expurgated case where the scaling behavior was O(M −(dv−2) ). Hence, expurgating always improves the average block erasure probability in the SPBC case. These scaling behaviours are illustrated in Fig. 13 for three
, and d v = 5. All three ensembles have the asymptotic design rate of 1 2 . We observe that:
• For the unexpurgated case, linearly increasing d v reduces the block error probability by multiples of 1/M .
• When the ensemble is expurgated so that girth = 6, unit increase in d v improves the performance by a factor of about M −dv .
• On the SPBC, block erasure rates less than 10 −15 can be obtained by codes from an expurgated C R (5, 10, 5, L, M ) ensemble, with M as low as 120. This encourages the use of short SC-LDPC codes in applications where single SPs may be erased (e.g., distributed storage of short files) and high reliability is required.
• For the specific case of the SPBC, we can always recover from the single burst that erases an SP by using a different ensemble and adopting, e.g., the modified ensemble discussed in Section III-E.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have analyzed random SC-LDPC ensembles on single-burst-erasure channels. Using density evolution, we have shown the asymptotically correctable maximum burst erasure length. However, for finite length codes, some burst erasures shorter than this length may not be recoverable. The reason is that due to finite length effects, certain graph structures, known from conventional LDPC decoding, cause the decoding to stop. Based on these structures, we have derived lower bounds and approximations on the block erasure probability of SC-LDPC code ensembles when the single burst
• erases a random spatial position completely, or
• erases a random spatial position completely in addition to a memoryless background noise which is assumed as binary erasure channel. Or,
• erases a couple of spatial positions with a fixed length but with a random starting position.
Moreover, we have shown that expurgating the codes can considerably improve the performance and guarantee virtually error-free performance for very short block lengths.
The results can be extended to the scenario with multiple bursts spaced apart by at least w non-affected SPs.
Although our results can serve as a building block for this case, the finite length analysis becomes more involved when the spacing between consecutive bursts is shorter and random.
APPENDIX A PROOF OF THEOREM 6
Before presenting the proof of Theorem 6, we give the following Lemma, which we will need in our proof besides Lemma 4. 
Proof: We have to distinguish two cases. In the first case, variable nodes v i and v j , j = i form a stopping set of size two and variable nodes v k and v l , l = k = i form another stopping set, where w.l.o.g., we assume k = j,
i.e., the two stopping sets share a variable node. In this case, we have
where P {U jl = 1|U ij = 1} can be computed using similar arguments as in the proof of Lemma 4, except that some sockets have already been occupied by the edges emerging from the VNs v i and v j and for forming an SS, node
We upper bound P {U jl = 1|U ij = 1} by considering only the dominant term ( = 0) in the denominator the number of ways to connect v l to any of these sub-graphs such that U kl = 1. We have
where d v ! is due to the permutation of labeled edges, and the rest is counting the different ways of choosing labeled sockets of CNs. Similarly, we get w.l.o.g., we assume k = j, i.e., the two stopping sets share a variable node. In this case, we have
where P {U jl = 1|U ij = 1} can be computed using similar arguments as in the proof of Lemma 9 and we have P {U jl = 1|U ij = 1} = 1 We further have The statement of the lemma follows by combining both cases.
Proof of Theorem 11
We follow a similar argument as in the proof of Theorem 6. We get with Lemma 21 
